2013, Feb 22

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation: D'Yanna-413-953
Phone Numbers:

BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Housekeeping:
BBS:

530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-763-1574 [line 2, 3]
530–746-0341 [line 4]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com

Rainbird
● A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
● We need $ 640 to complete last weeks!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS

T & R: ● Need gas money, food money
● we can eat for them too; go into unity consciousness and state your intention
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ningcom
● There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● Remember you can have a session with Mother, as well!
T: someone called and said they had $5 – didn't think it mattered!
OF COURSE IT MATTERS – every little bit matters!
● Some do not like paying electronically, as they pay through the nose!
T gives the mailing address of BBS:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
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● Rent will be due at end of the month + $70 rental unit at the end of the month
● People come and listen to the call, they just cannot contribute – under a gag order!
R: will play something from Jon Stewart from last night – a 36 page article in Time Magazine!
T: A small example: a little package of tissues in the hospital – they charge you $10 for them at the
hospital: the kind you can put in your pocket! Will play interview with the author of that article.
T: re: the sequester: they are trying to scare the pants off people – and people aren't buying this any
more: Congress has a lower rate than a disease!
Hard News:
ED Show: John Nichols was on fire about the sequestration and the schemes to distract the people
from everything which is before us: full disclosure and the end of these wars
● trying to distract using the story of the bladerunner and how his coach is involved in hedge funds – this
one has $$. It is a deeper story than is being told: Mike Papantonio and John N – he has changed
his life from being handicapped to winning Olympics; involves celebrities and maybe drugs –
● this is the new OJ trial to distract us: has to do with what is about to happen – sequester and austerity.
● All the stories about the archons/ankle biters, Mother's wayward children who do not know how to ask
for love except by acting out: these ancient, ancient lifeforms that have had the emotions drained
out of them, & are genetically altered so they are more machine than living beings: soulless
creatures - also has to do with the veil called the Matrix which is being rent asunder
● There is a movie:Dark City – along the lines of Atlas Shrugged and John Galt, but different because the
character in the movie breaks out of the program and changes reality
● Chris Matthews – Hardball -today: David Corn was on; his question was why are Cheney and Bush Jr not
in jail; Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert saying same thing
LMNada: Hezbollah and Palestine: why have Israel facilities not been inspected? Because Israel is a war
criminal & blew up the USS Cole
T: you started off with John N and people wanting to take down Wall Street: he named Tim Geitner and
Tony Snow who is a fraud – he got involved in hedge funds and took a tidy sum and put it some where
● also that Oscar P is in the hedge funds and is also in Scientology, but not the same way as John Travolta
and others have been in it. They are using energies for the wrong thing.
● Oscar/ Bladerunner has only paid 10% of the bail; his broker has used his hedge funds to pay the rest
● John Nichols: the 1% think they can get off
● the judge has said the police in charge of the investigation contaminated the scene ● KEEP YOUR HEAD ON STRAIGHT – THEY WILL NOT GET AWAY WITH THIS
Audio: David Icke – in the beginning show how people are programmed: inject a needle in the 3 rd eye
DAVID ICKE - THE ARCHONS – YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=su4lKL-uX_Q

► 21:35► 21:35
Feb 9, 2013 - Uploaded by jay4louise2

www.youtube.com/watch?v=su4lKL-uX_Q
http://www.davidicke.com

Saturn creates our false reality. The Matrix prison of illusion. The Archons/Reptilians need it in
order to create and maintain our false reality that is a manufactured illusion. The Archons and
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Reptilians do not have our power of creativity and are not co-creators having the power to create.
They can only copy and mimic. The power to create comes from us humans. We do not need a
machine to create, we merely need the belief that we can in order to release our power within.
The problem is that the reptilian mind control has taught us that we have no such power and that we
are products of random chance or powerless sinners before God. We are birds that have been taught
that it is better to walk because flying is impossible and it is also heretical and blasphemous
thinking. The Reptilians have mind controlled us into believing that we have no spiritual power.
In the film used, Dark City, the Strangers Archons/Reptilians no longer need the machine of Saturn
to have the power to create. This is because they are merging with the character John Murdock who
has unlimited power, but he has no memory of any power until he is forced to remember through a
replacement injection. He then remembers and begins to believe in himself as he releases the
power. He now wakes-up from his spiritual slumber. The Archons are no match for this new Neo
(The Matrix) and his power within.
Another main structure is a special Archon technology on the etheric plane. They are projection
chambers that project certain images / emotional states that are not ours on our outer auric
membrane. So other people feel this projected image and not our true state. This is the source of
most conflicts / projections in human relationships. When this technology is removed, people will
suddenly find much more harmony in their relationships.*
The Archons seem to often show senseless behaviour. They get a thrill from causing human
emotions like fear and from creating confusion. It is implied that the Archons feed energetically off
of human emotions because they do not have any emotions themselves, thus do not have any
emotional energy of their own
Song - Alience by The Anunnaki
http://soundcloud.com/theanunnaki
Conference Call
Archons: Names of some of them: Rick Scott; Brezinski; Chertoff – creator of the body scanners at
airports, former head of TSA; Darryl Issa; Christine la Garde
Reading: Wikileaks – Global Intelligence Files for Stratfor – Feb 19, 2013
http://wikileaks.org/the-gifiles.html

[SEE BELOW]

R: The Yes Men go around pulling off stunts – like showing up at Board Meetings of JP Morgan and
pull out signs, etc [Stratfor surveils the good guys in order to cause trouble]
Caller: has seen something about 9/11 trial preparations – saw something on USA today: has to do with
families and victims of 9/11 – people showed up to protest
T: a kangaroo court – Khalid Sheik Mohamed was water boarded over 100 times: he did not do it.
● This is how much disinformation there is out on the internet now – this is not worth the paper it
is written on
Caller: if the proceeding were opened up, would KSM get a chance to say he did not do it?
T: depends – the only way it is possible is AFTER the criminals are arrested: he was promised by the
Bushes that he would get out of there as long as he lied through his teeth.
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● There is a small group of them out there – 99.9% are sitting in ship prisons off the world's coast lines –
● there is configuration going on at the moment: we cannot let this get into our brains and confuse
us again.
● John Nichols said on the Ed show today: use your brains – can't you see Boehner is a drunk?
Caller: more news about down in the Gulf: BP is going to trial finally – all he has heard
T: until the criminals are arrested, they can pre-rig everything – like John Nichols said this morning, the
guy in South Africa will probably get acquitted!
Caller: BOA corporation/ Brian C. Monahan – CEO – getting a great huge bonus.
T: saw on Al Jazeera that Bk of America has complete immunity: this is Illuminati protecting their own –
● John Nichol said today that Elizabeth Warren is going for the jugular and won't stop – they will appear
to pull this off; everyone will witness this and THEN the militia will be called out
● Keith Olberman said between Feb 15 and mid March: this will happen
● Now Al Jazeera owns Current TV: Jennifer Granholm is gone; putting on programming about all kinds of
programming about ugly crimes; Gavin Newsom is not there either
Free Speech TV: Ring of Fire will be on at least for 4 hours on Sunday: Bobby Kennedy Jr, Mike
Papantonio, Sam Seder and sometimes Larry, Curly and Mo
Caller MN: should blessings show up, we should have a “secret phone”
T: take the regular phone line, put it on voice mail
MOTHER
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One! In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energy of St Germain and the Violet Flame!
T: in Mayan language, we are already in 2014!
Mother:
the moment we have been waiting for is here: we will find out how deep the rabbit hole goes!
● In these moments here, now, it is about being in this NOW, and the Here of it is already here – the
HERE and the NOW of it. There is a shift that is occurring in every particle across the universes – the
bodies are feeling it which is why everyone's hair is on end!
● It is the end of the story called being caught in the cross fire. And as we are simply having a chat
around a virtual campfire, the weather report is about the nature of about your nature about what is
happening in these temples of the living god, and what is changing is awareness, awakeness to what is
occurring – it is about what is happening NOW; we can only be in the HERE of it is now – no future
tripping, no past tripping: just the HERE and NOW of it. As we look across what we understand: timebased space – we are becoming immortal with our thoughts and there is no time, no space: just the here
and the now of it. One voice is saying NOW IS THE TIME FOR PEACE; NOW IS THE TIME FOR LOVE.
It is shifting in this frequency of unending bliss. The samsara of it is about what we ask in the moment:
how we can help the least of it: the stories are unending about how we can help with our thoughts, with
our deeds, with our actions in each second. As we fill our moments of how to be here now, to be love now,
in this moment, it will take up so much of our thoughts: we are already in enlightenment: that is the
joy of it; how we wake each other up is the big deal here. And it is changing so rapidly.
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● More than 4 years going by every minute with what we are experiencing with the particles of these
temples – it is about love, the biggest story in the moment that is changing everything.
T: to be honest on how she feels when she hears this stuff: you are not relaxing – we are doing our very
best to say to people that the energy of participation to make this real in the population of people
on the planet has to be, and we are seeing across the world in every country and sometimes in our
own country, more so every time than not – [more people taking part]: there were 50,000 people in
DC protesting the Keystone Pipeline – which is a lot
Mo: in spite of which they want to complete, there is enough effort being changed in the moment that
they will have a hard time passing this in spite of the money being thrown at the pipeline by the
Koch Bros and Hillary and others
T: what is that story about full disclosure and Tiger Woods? And the networks talking about
arrangements with the gas and oil industry?
Mo: there were oil and gas people at the golf game, and so was Tiger: BO gave a communication to Tiger
about the next stage of evolution when the oil people were not there; the media is not at liberty to
put their noses in other people's business;
● yes, the oil gas industry were there; yet Obama and Tiger talked in a separate conversation
T: all the stories are getting worse; there are people like Abby Martin who have criminalized Obama
consistently and even Sybel Edmonds – it has to do with the archonic control levers
Mo: it is about the ancient, life force stories; the original story when all of us said show us about
creation; as we are co-creator gods, let us create together – archons, all of creation is magnificent
in its beauty; there is nothing evil about creation; it is about All that Is because we are all One –
when one is healed, all are healed; when one is harmed , all are harmed.
● As that thought form that happened, when creation was in its magnificence, playing with the laws of the
One, the laws of Free Will Choice were played with , with the ones called archons lent their weave
of vibration into the strands of creation, and how it fits together with all of this is concluding.
●There is nowhere to go but up & they know it too, as they are clambering to receive what ever
light they can receive to comprehend; all this is about love
T: Nada said that the ETs won't let the Keystone pipeline be created
Mo: there is enough forward momentum: when you get people like Darryl Hanna and Bobby Kennedy jr.
there is a sea change that is happening: the full story is not about not global warming, climate
change – we are moving into a higher octave, a higher band of light
● as we move across this space-time and move closer to Pleiades, the harmonics of this change and
the frequencies of these temples change; thought changes, everything changes: we are moving up
in octaves whether we are ready or not, whether our bodies are ready or not and we are going with
the ride of the times. It is a bit precarious, as we are going to have to learn how to surf.
T: We all have a knowledge of things changing faster than we have known before in spite of people
thinking things are moving at a snail's pace.
Mo: have no words to describe how fast it is happening; & the radiant energy of the One that each of us
are
T: they are going on 80,000 dead in Syria – does not look like what you are saying is showing up!
Mo: this is about the paradox of this story: as Icke just said – one reality laid over another
● the solution is rapidly coming to conclusion and the stark, harsh reality they wish to pull off –
- turning this planet into something that looks like Mordor
T: UN has refused to compensate the families in Haiti and it has been proved that the Nepalese peace
keepers – 8,000 children dead; one in 16 Haitians has cholera brought there by the Nepalese peace
keepers: there has never been cholera in Haiti! Are we going to arrest people in the UN for this?
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Mo: it is going to become the Justice League in spite of what is going on
T: not one single person in UN is doing anything about it, as far as she sees
Mo: As she continues to say, the change is happening in spite of the doubting Thomases that don't believe
one iota has changed!
T: the change has to happen within; where within the UN is change happening?
Mo: has to do with Nada and many others that are stepping in with abilities; people that Nada has brought
into the fold & how they are bringing a different conversation: Desmond Tutu; Dalai Llama, Joe
Wilson; Sybel Edmonds, Valerie Plame; Project Zero: they are being the change in the moment
● the Justice League is the future of the UN: House of Micah – and this is the change happening
in these bodies with the frequencies that are shifting as we are literally becoming the X Men in
the moment; the bodies are rapidly shifting – if we don't feel it, that's a choice.
T: It is the big organizations that are doing nothing
Mo: they are changing from the inside out: we don't see it, but it's happening – everything in the universe
is shifting: we are in the 5th world – this is not about cataclysm – if we want this, it is within our
own beings by the nature of our thoughts. Each one of us are The One, like Neo - we are 144,000
x 144,000 x 144,000 – when one does it, we all do it.
T: Thom Hartmann said today that 6 states are requiring liability insurance for having a gun
Mo: if you play in that realm of probability, you are asking for circumstances to occur that are not for
everyone's highest good – guns are for one thing only: killing things
● What do you wish to do with your reality: do you wish to meet us? Do you wish to change?
●If we were to show up, how would you greet us: You want full disclosure, remove the technology
of death; as we are all family, do we need the technology of death in the midst of having a
conversation about creation?
● A paradox – as we continue and begin to trust each other no matter what we look like
T: take the rules being made now: like the liability insurance on your gun and having a background check:
and if you die, you cannot leave the gun to a family member who still has to carry on the liability
and the background – at least, you will be held liable all the way through
Mo: this is a chain of logic which has positive outcome; we are also moving to the place of zero nukes and
zero guns on this planet; so we can look each other in the eye, whether it is now or from 450 M
years ago
T: there is a small group of us listening to you, and whole countries still fighting or aiding and abetting
others to use nukes: Japan is using N Korea and aiding and abetting them to use nuclear testing on
China
Mo: some of these great expectations will not have the kind of outcomes that are expected!
● We do not have to play war games any more; it is about love now and with that comes the
manifestation of what you are looking for, the soma and when that is turned on, and you get the
largest look of ecstasy
T: It's a miracle that it is out there that the Bush family premeditated before 9/11 about doing Iraq in
that Rachel Maddow showed – Monday Feb 18th – that documentary is archived for ever.
Mo: the UN weapons inspector Mohamed El Bardi will become the new President of Egypt, not Morsi
who will be arrested. We are moving away from nukes and WMD and separating the mind from the
heart, the biggest of mass deceptions: we are immortal ; we have the ability to shift the story
now. Tag: we are it!
T: the dark ones thought they were clever putting Morsi in; they rigged the election, like everywhere else
and the people are protesting and this was not expected: they turned around and kept on
protesting
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Mo: as this is the time of 6 suns, someone will open the seed pods and the story will change over night –
this is the time, any time those seed pods will be released!
T: those kinds of energy will appear like a miracle; the seeds in the capstones create gourds and they
grow in 48 hours and go for miles and release xenon gas that brings back the siddis - of ALL THE
PEOPLE - will return
Mo: and even the trolls and the ogres get to come back to love – all the life forms that have come into
manifestation and have gotten a bad rap because they looked a little odd
T: a lady on RT tonight who was in tears and organized a huge rally in LA in front of the Bank of A
● how greedy can you guys get? You stole my house from me and then sold it;
●you guys are beyond the pale! What can you do stealing all these houses and leaving them empty?
●What they are doing is using them as bad paper on the hedge funds and making more money with
them, but they are reaching the end of the road!
Mo: the sheriff on Wall Street will fix it [E. Warren]
T: she needs someone behind her: BOA thinks they are immune
Mo: 2 billion people killed in the last 100 years – Michael Ratner will tell the truth, and his sister Eleanor
Mo: re: wikileaks there will be some revealing of some stories: Assange is hanging on the ones about the
stargates: the Yemini, Damascus stargates
●This is why Al Assaud stays in his palace: does not which to tell the story of the stargates and
the Jinn
● StarGate SG1; Stargate Atlantis; Stargate Arc of Truth – out on Sci Fi channel – these are real
things
Mo: will have to tell the story of the Jaffa [from Stargate SG1] and the g'houl [parasites inside people in
the Jaffa in the story Stargate SG1] ; Appofis; [in the SG series, Ra was not a good guy –
Hollywood twists the truth ]
T: Thom Hartman on Big Picture: said the US is not owned by the people; the Saudis, the Germans, the
French and Chinese, British, Chinese own America
Mo: it is a banana republic if you can keep it – not funny at all! Cannot go into a local bar without getting
picked up by the MIB for being an illegal alien because we have fur and a tail
T: they thought for 100 years, that they thought they could feed disinformation and the reverse
consciousness to the people
Mo: the KKK dropped the sheets and put on a different guise: doctors, lawyers, senators, congressmen
Rand Paul, etc
T: watched Bowling for Columbine again – M Moore rattles off the following [in 2003]
T and Mother correct and add to the facts that M Moore has at the end of the movie
●1953, US overthrew Prime Minister of Iran; then installed Shaw as dictator
●1964, overthrew democratically pres of Guatamala, then murdered 200,000 civilians of Guatamala,
mostly the Mayan
●1963 backed the assassination of S Vietnames President
through 1963 – 1975 - American military killed 5 Million + people
●1973 – staged a coup in Chile; Salvador Allende was assassinated; Dictator Pinochet
Said 5,000 Chileans murdered: it was 2 million+; took them to the Satonian underground bases
tortured and then murdered them
●1977 – backed the military rulers of El Salvador, and with Romney's $, murdered 75,000 + were
murdered in El Salvador & 4 American nuns were tortured
●1980s – US trained Osama bin Laden & fellow terrorists to kill Soviets in Afghanistan, and then funded
them to the tune of $3 billion!!!! Only about stargates & Mother: a ton of stargates in Afghanistan
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●1982 - The Contras & 30,000 Nicaraguans die
●1982 – provides billions in aid to Hussein in weapons to kill Iranians
●1983 – White House secretly gives Iran weapons to give back to Iraq to kill Kurds;
the Ayatollah was in bed with CIA; that is why we make it clear that Ahmadinejad is a good guy
●1989 – CIA agent Noriega, also acting as President, disobeyed orders from Bush Sr: they were in bed
together with the heroin trade & everything else that has gone on with the control of the people
US invaded Panama; Noriega was removed and put in nice jail cell and continued to operate out of it
Panamenians dead: 3,000 civilians [and more]
●1990 – Iraq invades Kuwait with US weapons
●1991 - first Iraq war; Bush St reinstates dictator of Kuwait
●1998 – Clinton bombs a factory in Sudan; find out it makes aspirin!
●1991 – 2002 – American planes bombed Iraq on a weekly basis; 500,000 Iraqi children died from
sanction, depleted uranium and chips in bombs
●2000 – 2001 – US gives Taliban rulers Afghanistan - $245 million to continue their control: they were
shooting women in the street – in the head
●2001, 9 /11 – 3,000 people killed and Osama uses his expert strength to carry this out
T knows Michael Moore knows the real truth; this is only a half truth because he could not put out
the full truth
Mo: it is about that the KKK has taken the oath of the AMA now
Quote from Desmond Tutu at the end of the movie:
We are tied together in a web of humanity; I can only be a person only through you
T: has been said when the church is dismantled: tomorrow is the day he is supposed to give himself up
● KOS, Thom the RTCat, Mr X agreed that the organization ITTCF that is aligned with the World
Court said that that organization ordered the pope to surrender
Mo: he will not stand down
T: if he does not, then the Vatican Police will arrest him;
● if they don't then Interpol and the Sovereign Militia arrest the whole lot: all the participants in
the crime: P2 Lodge, the Mafioso; the Pope; the cardinals etc etc – all to be taken to World Court
Mo: they will meet their fate which is about only love as this story is only about love
T: 80% faster has the ice melted at the poles that was predicted in 2008;
●means there is only 1/3 of the ice left; tons of people have lost their homes on the atolls and
islands
Mo: would be wise to listen to Father Sky, Mother Earth when she says time to move to those who live by
the water anywhere.
T: neither LA or NYC out of the woods:
Mo: there will be no world evacuation project, or extinction level events, but as Mother Earth says I
am moving things, it would be wise to listen and move from the shoreline
T: where the oceans and the seas meet the shore is where the most life like green things and living life is
located
Mo: we are all connected and this is key: we are all One. As we do things together, it changes everything.
Greetings in the light of the Most Radiant one. Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh
R: was walking the halls of Llasaa in some kind of map room, lecture hall – saw a cosmic mural – a snapshot
of the universe billions of years ago; the symbols he saw – beings that were not from earth in the mural
Chinese have not destroyed the Potela [?] its in the capital city of Llasa - he saw various pictures of Earth
at various time: ET beings living on surface in 5th dimension
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Audio: from Lemuria Re-emerging - a movie – go to www.landofthe6suns
T: brings up the conversation we had about the long article by Greg Hallett from England
● Mr X said don't waste the ink and the paper and the time: so full of lies and
● Father of QEII is Noble Drew Ali; Henry VIII father of the mother [Q E I] of Sir Francis Bacon
this was part of the experiment of changing the melanin and making the skin white
● Mother said when we choose to incarnate as white, we are choosing to bring spirit into the white
form – to keep the skin white, is somewhat of a disadvantage – yet we can change this; to
transmute back to higher consciousness about love
●Mother of QE I was an aboriginal Moabite Moor: the lineage of everyone comes through the Mother –
taking the lineage through the father is just the opposite
Audio: Keiser Report
http://rt.com/shows/keiser-report/episode-409-max-keiser155/
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss where you go
when you can’t even afford mystery meat. They also wonder whether Germany’s gold has
already been sent out to slaughter while the men running the money slaughterhouses continue
sending us photos of the intact gold. In the second half of the show, Max Keiser talks to
HBOS whistleblower Paul R. Moore about the absurdity of naming the FSA twice and why
eating dodgy securities is not a victimless crime.

Audio: Jon Stewart – the extended interview with the one who wrote a long article for Time Magazine
Exclusive - Steven Brill Extended Interview Pt. 1 Episode #18065 In this exclusive, unedited interview,
Steven Brill explains the large discrepancy between what hospitals charge and what medical services
actually cost. (06:25)
Exclusive - Steven Brill Extended Interview Pt. 2 Episode #18065 In this exclusive, unedited interview,
journalist Steven Brill examines the enormous profits reaped by the not-for-profit health care industry.
(04:23)
Exclusive - Steven Brill Extended Interview Pt. 3 Episode #18065 In this exclusive, unedited interview,
Steven Brill warns against the combination of profit motive and no accountability that characterizes the
health care industry. (03:57)
Reading: The Mayan Calendar

Closing: Rainbird

Music: John Lennon

FOLLOWING - PRINTED RESOURCES RELATED TO THE NOTES
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http://wikileaks.org/the-gifiles.html
Translations
[fr] the gifiles (fr)
[sv] the gifiles (se)
[de] the gifiles (de)
[pt_br] the gifiles (pt)
[es] the gifiles (es)
More articles ...
- Stratfor Emails : US Has Issued Sealed Indictment Against Julian Assange
- Stratfor Sydney Based Watch Officer Connection to Woman in Assange Case
- WikiLeaks’ Impact is Stratfor’s Bottom Line
- Stratfor on the Australian Assange
LONDON—Today, Monday 27 February, WikiLeaks began publishing The Global Intelligence Files – more
than five million emails from the Texas-headquartered "global intelligence" company Stratfor. The emails date
from between July 2004 and late December 2011. They reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as an
intelligence publisher, but provides confidential intelligence services to large corporations, such as Bhopal’s
Dow Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government agencies, including the
US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defense Intelligence Agency. The emails
show Stratfor’s web of informers, pay-off structure, payment-laundering techniques and psychological methods,
for example:
"[Y]ou have to take control of him. Control means financial, sexual or psychological control... This is intended
to start our conversation on your next phase" – CEO George Friedman to Stratfor analyst Reva Bhalla on 6
December 2011, on how to exploit an Israeli intelligence informant providing information on the medical
condition of the President of Venezuala, Hugo Chavez.
The material contains privileged information about the US government’s attacks against Julian Assange and
WikiLeaks and Stratfor’s own attempts to subvert WikiLeaks. There are more than 4,000 emails mentioning
WikiLeaks or Julian Assange. The emails also expose the revolving door that operates in private intelligence
companies in the United States. Government and diplomatic sources from around the world give Stratfor
advance knowledge of global politics and events in exchange for money. The Global Intelligence Files exposes
how Stratfor has recruited a global network of informants who are paid via Swiss banks accounts and pre-paid
credit cards. Stratfor has a mix of covert and overt informants, which includes government employees, embassy
staff and journalists around the world.
The material shows how a private intelligence agency works, and how they target individuals for their corporate
and government clients. For example, Stratfor monitored and analysed the online activities of Bhopal activists,
including the "Yes Men", for the US chemical giant Dow Chemical. The activists seek redress for the 1984 Dow
Chemical/Union Carbide gas disaster in Bhopal, India. The disaster led to thousands of deaths, injuries in more
than half a million people, and lasting environmental damage.

TO SEE THE VIDEO, GO TO: http://wlstorage.net/file/Farah-Khan.ogg
Stratfor has realised that its routine use of secret cash bribes to get information from insiders is risky. In August
2011, Stratfor CEO George Friedman confidentially told his employees: "We are retaining a law firm to create a
policy for Stratfor on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. I don’t plan to do the perp walk and I don’t want anyone
here doing it either."
Stratfor’s use of insiders for intelligence soon turned into a money-making scheme of questionable legality. The
emails show that in 2009 then-Goldman Sachs Managing Director Shea Morenz and Stratfor CEO George
Friedman hatched an idea to "utilise the intelligence" it was pulling in from its insider network to start up a
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captive strategic investment fund. CEO George Friedman explained in a confidential August 2011 document,
marked DO NOT SHARE OR DISCUSS : "What StratCap will do is use our Stratfor’s intelligence and analysis
to trade in a range of geopolitical instruments, particularly government bonds, currencies and the like". The
emails show that in 2011 Goldman Sach’s Morenz invested "substantially" more than $4million and joined
Stratfor’s board of directors. Throughout 2011, a complex offshore share structure extending as far as South
Africa was erected, designed to make StratCap appear to be legally independent. But, confidentially, Friedman
told StratFor staff : "Do not think of StratCap as an outside organisation. It will be integral... It will be useful to
you if, for the sake of convenience, you think of it as another aspect of Stratfor and Shea as another executive in
Stratfor... we are already working on mock portfolios and trades". StratCap is due to launch in 2012.
The Stratfor emails reveal a company that cultivates close ties with US government agencies and employs
former US government staff. It is preparing the 3-year Forecast for the Commandant of the US Marine Corps,
and it trains US marines and "other government intelligence agencies" in "becoming government Stratfors".
Stratfor’s Vice-President for Intelligence, Fred Burton, was formerly a special agent with the US State
Department’s Diplomatic Security Service and was their Deputy Chief of the counterterrorism division. Despite
the governmental ties, Stratfor and similar companies operate in complete secrecy with no political oversight or
accountability. Stratfor claims that it operates "without ideology, agenda or national bias", yet the emails reveal
private intelligence staff who align themselves closely with US government policies and channel tips to the
Mossad – including through an information mule in the Israeli newspaper Haaretz, Yossi Melman, who
conspired with Guardian journalist David Leigh to secretly, and in violation of WikiLeaks’ contract with the
Guardian, move WikiLeaks US diplomatic cables to Israel.
Ironically, considering the present circumstances, Stratfor was trying to get into what it called the leak-focused
"gravy train" that sprung up after WikiLeaks’ Afghanistan disclosures :
"[Is it] possible for us to get some of that ’leak-focused’ gravy train ? This is an obvious fear sale, so that’s a
good thing. And we have something to offer that the IT security companies don’t, mainly our focus on counterintelligence and surveillance that Fred and Stick know better than anyone on the planet... Could we develop
some ideas and procedures on the idea of ´leak-focused’ network security that focuses on preventing one’s own
employees from leaking sensitive information... In fact, I’m not so sure this is an IT problem that requires an IT
solution."
Like WikiLeaks’ diplomatic cables, much of the significance of the emails will be revealed over the coming
weeks, as our coalition and the public search through them and discover connections. Readers will find that
whereas large numbers of Stratfor’s subscribers and clients work in the US military and intelligence agencies,
Stratfor gave a complimentary membership to the controversial Pakistan general Hamid Gul, former head of
Pakistan’s ISI intelligence service, who, according to US diplomatic cables, planned an IED attack on
international forces in Afghanistan in 2006. Readers will discover Stratfor’s internal email classification system
that codes correspondence according to categories such as ’alpha’, ’tactical’ and ’secure’. The correspondence
also contains code names for people of particular interest such as ’Hizzies’ (members of Hezbollah), or ’Adogg’
(Mahmoud Ahmedinejad).
Stratfor did secret deals with dozens of media organisations and journalists – from Reuters to the Kiev Post. The
list of Stratfor’s "Confederation Partners", whom Stratfor internally referred to as its "Confed Fuck House" are
included in the release. While it is acceptable for journalists to swap information or be paid by other media
organisations, because Stratfor is a private intelligence organisation that services governments and private clients
these relationships are corrupt or corrupting.
WikiLeaks has also obtained Stratfor’s list of informants and, in many cases, records of its payoffs, including
$1,200 a month paid to the informant "Geronimo" , handled by Stratfor’s Former State Department agent Fred
Burton.
WikiLeaks has built an investigative partnership with more than 25 media organisations and activists to inform
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the public about this huge body of documents. The organisations were provided access to a sophisticated
investigative database developed by WikiLeaks and together with WikiLeaks are conducting journalistic
evaluations of these emails. Important revelations discovered using this system will appear in the media in the
coming weeks, together with the gradual release of the source documents.
END
Public partners in the investigation
Comment
Current WikiLeaks status
How to read the data

Public partners in the investigation:
More than 25 media partners (others will be disclosed after their first publication) :
Al Akhbar – Lebanon – http://english.al-akhbar.com
Al Masry Al Youm – Egypt – http://www.almasry-alyoum.com
Bivol – Bulgaria – http://bivol.bg
CIPER – Chile – http://ciperchile.cl
Dawn Media – Pakistan – http://www.dawn.com
L’Espresso – Italy – http://espresso.repubblica.it
La Repubblica – Italy – http://www.repubblica.it
La Jornada – Mexico – www.jornada.unam.mx/
La Nacion – Costa Rica – http://www.nacion.com
Malaysia Today – Malaysia – www.malaysia-today.net
McClatchy – United States – http://www.mcclatchydc.com
Nawaat – Tunisia – http://nawaat.org
NDR/ARD – Germany – http://www.ndr.de
Owni – France – http://owni.fr
Pagina 12 – Argentina – www.pagina12.com.ar
Plaza Publica – Guatemala – http://plazapublica.com.gt
Publico.es – Spain – www.publico.es
Rolling Stone – United States – http://www.rollingstone.com
Russian Reporter – Russia – http://rusrep.ru
Sunday Star-Times – New Zealand - www.star-times.co.nz
Ta Nea – Greece –- http://www.tanea.gr
Taraf – Turkey – http://www.taraf.com.tr
The Hindu – India – www.thehindu.com
The Yes Men – Bhopal Activists – Global http://theyesmen.org
Comment:
WikiLeaks – Kristinn Hrafnsson, Official WikiLeaks representative, +35 4821 7121
Other comment :
Bhopal Medical Appeal (in UK) – Colin Toogood : colintoogood@bhopal.org / +44 (0) 1273 603278/ +44 (0)
7798 845074
International Campaign for Justice in Bhopal (in India) – Rachna Dhingra : rachnya@gmail.com, +91 98 261
67369
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Yes Men – mike@theyesmen.org / +44 (0) 7578 682321 - andy@theyesmen.org, +1-718-208-0684
Privacy International – +44 (0) 20 7242 2836
Twitter tag : #gifiles
CURRENT WIKILEAKS STATUS:
An extrajudicial blockade imposed by VISA, MasterCard, PayPal, Bank of America, and Western Union that is
designed to destroy WikiLeaks has been in place since December 2010. The EU Commission is considering
whether it will open a formal investigation, but two lawsuits have been filed (http://wikileaks.org/BankingBlocka...). There are also other ways to donate (https://shop.wikileaks.org/donate). It is legal to donate, including
in the United States. The US Treasury has publicly stated that that there are no grounds to place WikiLeaks on a
US government blacklist.
WikiLeaks Founder and Publisher Julian Assange has not been charged with any crime in any country. Four
prosecutors are currently trying to charge him under the Espionage Act of 1917 before a closed Grand Jury in
Virginia, in the United States. Julian Assange has been detained for 447 days (10,728 hours) since Dec 7, 2010,
without charge, and he is currently awaiting a decision from the UK Supreme Court on extradition to Sweden
(http://www.justiceforassange.com/Su...). The decision is expected in March. The decision on whether he will be
onwardly extradited to the US lies in the hands of the Swedish Executive, but Sweden’s Prime Minister Fredrik
Reinfeldt has refused to state whether he will protect Assange from a politically motivated extradition to the
United States (http://justice4assange.com/US-Extra... ).
The Swedish Foreign Minister Carl Bildt has repeatedly attacked WikiLeaks this week in a bizarre manner
(http://ferrada-noli.blogspot.com/20... ).
An alleged WikiLeaks US military source, Bradley Manning, has been in pre-trial detention for 639 days
(http://bradleymanning.org/ ). His arraignment took place on 24 February 2012. In December 2011, Manning’s
attorney revealed in the preliminary hearing that the US government is attempting to enter a plea deal with
Manning in order to "go after" Assange. Manning has 22 charges against him, including violating the Espionage
Act of 1917 and aiding the enemy. Manning has deferred entering a plea. Julian Assange and WikiLeaks are
legally represented in the Manning hearings by the US Centre for Constitutional Rights (http://ccrjustice.org/ ).
WikiLeaks was denied full access to Manning’s hearing after appeal (http://ccrjustice.org/newsroom/pres... ).
WikiLeaks put out a statement relating to Manning’s trial ahead of the Article 32 Hearing :
(http://www.wikileaks.org/Statement-... ).
The alleged WikiLeaks-supporting hacktivists known as the "PayPal 14" were arrested in 2011 following coordinated online demonstrations against the financial services companies that are carrying out the unlawful
financial blockade on WikiLeaks (VISA, MasterCard, Paypal, Western Union, Bank of America). They are
represented by attorney Stanley Cohen and will go before court in May 2012 (http://www.cyberguerrilla.org/?
p=4644 ).
WikiLeaks is about to launch a distributed, encrypted "Facebook for revolutionaries" (https://wlfriends.org/ ).
Julian Assange is currently directing interviews, from house arrest, for a programme on the future of the world
that is syndicated to various broadcasters. The first show will be broadcast in March
(http://www.wikileaks.org/New-Assang... )
HOW TO READ THE DATA
This is a glossary and information on how to understand the internal terms and codes used by Stratfor in their
emails. It is not a complete list. We call on the public to add to this list by tweeting #gifind
To see a list of the terms George Friedman considers useful for his staff to know please download this PDF : The
Stratfor Glossary of Useful, Baffling and Strange Intelligence Terms.
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OPEN SOURCE VS. "COVERT"

As you browse through the content, you will notice that a large set of it is what is classified as "open source"
(subject lines which include [OS]). These are basically email threads that start with someone posting a published
and accessible source, such as news sites, and follow with commentary by the staff. In one of the emails, Joseph
Nye is referenced saying :
"Open source intelligence is the outer pieces of the jigsaw puzzle, without which one can neither begin nor
complete the puzzle"

CODES IN SUBJECT LINES

Many of the emails have codes in the subject lines as well as in the body, to make it easier for the staff to
"quickly identify when we need to go back and have a look-see." [*] :
Examples : INSIGHT - COUNTRY - Subject - SOURCE CODE INSIGHT - CHINA - Trains and planes CN1000
Please refer to the glossary for the code names of subject and country tags, as well as mailing list names.

SOURCE CODES

A lot of interesting stuff comes from "sources". Sources are either informal contacts or people they have a formal
relationship with. The IDs for sources have the format of CN120 or ME001. In terms of the character part, it
refers to a region or a country :
A) Regions ME - Middle East region EU - European Union EE - Eastern Europe LA- South America SA- South
Asia
B) Countries or Orgs CN - China PK - Pakistan IN- India ML - Malaysia VN - Vietnam NP- Nepal
US - United States VZ - Venezuela CO- Colombia BR-Brazil NC- Nicaragua MX- Mexico CL/CH- Chile ARArgentina PY- Paraguay BOL- Bolivia
RU - Russia UA - Ukraine GE - Georgia TJ - Tajikstan MD - Moldova BG -Bulgaria CR/CZ- Czech Republic
PT- Portugal
ZA - South Africa AO - Angola SO - Somalia NG- Nigeria CD- DR Congo CI- Cote D’Ivoire ZW- Zimbabwe
ZM- Zambia RW- Rwanda KE- Kenya ET- Ethiopia SD -Sudan MA- Morocco SN- Senegal GN- Guinea SLSierra Leone
IR - Iran IQ- Iraq IL or IS- Israel SA- Saudi Arabia SY- Syria KU- Kuwait Y or YN - Yemen HZ - Hizbollah TK
- Turkey LN- Lebanon LY- Libya UAE- UAE EG- Egypt (etc.)
C) Odd codes OCH - Old China hand, a finance insider. Stick - Scott Stewart, high level employee Z’s - Zetas,
Mexican drug gang
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INSIGHTS FORMAT

When "insights" are sent, they usually have the following header information :
SOURCE : The ID of the source, say CN123. Sometimes this is left "no source ID" when it’s a new source.
ATTRIBUTION : How the source is to be attributed, i.e. "Source in the pharma distribution industry in China",
Stratfor source, etc.
SOURCE DESCRIPTION : Describes the source, for example : "Source works with Mercator Pharmaceutical
Solutions, distributing pharma to developing countries." These include concrete details on the source for internal
consumption so that there’s a better understanding on the source’s background and ability to make assessments
on the ground.
PUBLICATION : Yes or No. If the option is yes it doesn’t mean that it would be published, but rather that it
_can_ be published.
SOURCE RELIABILITY : A/B
SOURCE RELIABILITY : A-F, A being the best and F being the worst. This grades the turnaround time of this
source in responding to requests.
ITEM CREDIBILITY : 1-10, 1 being the best and 10 being the worst (we may change the range here in the
future). this changes a lot based on the info provided. 1 is "you can take this to the bank" and 10 would be an
example of maybe - "this is a totally ridiculous rumor but something that is spreading on the ground"
SPECIAL HANDLING : often this is "none" but it may be something like, "if you use this we need to be sure
not to mention the part about XXX in the publication" or any other special notes
SOURCE HANDLER : the person who can take follow-up questions and communicate with the source.

MAILING LISTS

alpha@stratfor.com Discussions circulated exclusively among analysts, writers and higher-ups, including
’insights’ and discussions about sources and source meetings. secure@stratfor.com Discussions circulated
exclusively among analysts and higher-ups, and only for use within continental US (analysts traveling ’overseas’
are removed from the list for the duration of their journey). analysts@stratfor.com - Discussion among analysts
only, who manage sources, gather and analyze intelligence. ct@stratfor.com Ongoing discussions to collect and
analyze counterterrorism intelligence, circulated among select group of analysts. tactical@statfor.com Non-time
sensitive discussions for internal training on technical and tactical matters within field of counterterrorism.
intelligence@stratfor.com gvalerts@stratfor.com - Related to Gas ventures clients military@stratfor.com
Military list for pre-approved staff africa@stratfor.com eastasia@stratfor.com mesa@stratfor.com Middle
East/South Asia list for pre-approved staff. eurasia@stratfor.com os@stratfor.com List with information from the
public domain circulated and discussed among all employees. adp@stratfor.com List for ADPs. See Glossary.
translations@stratfor.com alerts@stratfor.com responses@stratfor.com dialog-list@stratfor.com

GLOSSARY
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a) Industry and other misc. tags :
HUMINT - Human intelligence OSINT- Open source intelligence DATA FLU BIRDFLU ECON TECH
ENERGY MINING GV - Gas Venture CT - Counterterrorism G1-G4 B2-B4 S1-S4 MILITARY or MIL
PENTAGON AQ- Al Qaeda AQAP - Al Qaeda in the Arabia Peninsula SF- Special Forces CONUS- Continental
US
b) Special internal codewords :
Hizzies or HZ - Hizbollah Izzies or IZ - Israel A-dogg - Mahmoud Ahmadinajad, Iranian President Baby bashar Bashar Al-Assad, Syrian President Uncle Mo - Moammar Gaddhafi ADP- Analyst Development Program. Fourmonth program at STRATFOR from which candidates— mostly recent college graduates— are selected for hire.
Strictly protect and protect - Often mentioned in the ’subject’, means that the source is protected. Played- A term
used for procuring sensitive information from sources. E.g. from one of the secure list messages circulating the
’complete scenario for the Israeli team in Centcom’s war game,’ the analyst who procured the data wrote : "I
played the head of the Mossad which was great fun." Excomm- Appears to be ’executive committee’ of
STRATFOR.
c) Regions and Orgs
AFRICOM - African countries LATAM - Latin American MERCOSUR NATFA ASEAN APEC FSU - Former
Soviet Union countries MESA or MIDDLEEAST - Middle East EASTASIA OPEC EURASIA SA - South Asia
FSB- Federal Security Service (Russia)

ATTACHED DOCUMENTS

Attached documents can be searched by Filename or part of the file name. Preliminary searches for filenames
using the terms ’lists’, ’source lists’ or ’insight lists’, coupled with the names of source handlers (e.g. Reva for
Turkey, Brazil or Venezuela) produced Excel lists of the source names, contact info and source descriptions
which correspond to the source codes (e.g. ME1315).

Sourcing Criteria

The following are the proposed criteria for analyzing both sources and insight.
1. Source Timeliness 2. Source Accessibility/Position 3. Source Availability 4. Insight Credibility 5. Insight
Uniqueness
Source Timeliness : This is the average grade on how long this particular source turns around tasks and replies to
inquiries. It may change but is more of a static indicator.
Source Accessibility : Accessibility weighs the source’s position to have certain knowledge in a particular field. So,
for example, if we are looking for energy insight and the source is an official in an energy agency, his or her
Accessibility would be ranked higher than if s/he was a banker giving insight on energy. While we would welcome a
banker giving his/her insight, a good source may not have a high accessibility ranking if they aren’t in a position to
offer reliable insight on a certain topic. The source’s access to decision makers, specific training or education in the
desired topic area, specific knowledge of events/situations/incidents can also be considered.
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Source Availability : How often can we go to this source ? Are they someone we can tap daily, weekly, monthly,
yearly ?
Insight Credibility : This is our assessment of the veracity of the insight offered. Here we need to consider whether or
not this is disinformation, speculation, correct data or knowledgeable interpretation. Any bias that the source is
displaying or any specific viewpoints or personal background the source is using in the assessment provided should
also be considered.
Insight Uniqueness : Is this insight something that could be found in OS ? If it is but the analysis of the information is
unique, it would still have a high uniqueness ranking. Or, if it is concrete data, but is something that is only offered to
industry insiders, i.e. stats that aren’t published but that aren’t secret, it would still have a high uniqueness score.

Scoring
All of the above factors will be scored on an A-F scale, with A being exemplary and F being useless.
Source Timeliness : A = turnaround within 24 hours B = turnaround within 48 hours C = turnaround within a week D
= turnaround within a month F = lucky to receive a reply at all
Source Accessibility : A = Someone with intimate knowledge of the particular insight B = Someone within the
industry but whose knowledge of the topic is not exact (e.g. if we were asking someone in the oil industry about
natural gas) C = Someone working close to the industry who doesn’t have intimate knowledge of a particular topic but
can speak to it intelligently (e.g. a financial consultant asked to gauge the movement of the stock market) D =
Someone who may know a country but doesn’t have any concrete insight into a particular topic but can offer rumors
and discussions heard on the topic F = Someone who has no knowledge of a particular industry at all
Source Availability : A = Available pretty much whenever B = Can tap around once a week C = Can tap about once a
month D = Can tap only several times a year F = Very limited availability
Insight Credibility : A = We can take this information to the bank B = Good insight but maybe not entirely precise C =
Insight is only partially true D = There may be some interest in the insight, but it is mostly false or just pure
speculation. F = Likely to be disinformation
Insight Uniqueness : A = Can’t be found anywhere else B = Can only be found in limited circles C = Insight can be
found in OS, but the source has an interesting take/analysis D = Insight can be found in OS, but still may not be
common knowledge F = Insight is accessible in numerous locations
Daily Insight Scoring
SOURCE : code ATTRIBUTION : this is what we should say if we use this info in a publication, e.g. STRATFOR
source/source in the medical industry/source on the ground, etc SOURCE DESCRIPTION : this is where we put the
more concrete details of the source for our internal consumption so we can better understand the source’s background
and ability to make the assessments in the insight. PUBLICATION : Yes or no. If you put yes it doesn’t mean that we
will publish it, but only that we can publish it. SOURCE RELIABILITY : A-F. A being the best and F being the worst.
This grades the source overall - access to information, timeliness, availability, etc. In short, how good is this source ?
ITEM CREDIBILITY : A-F. A = we can take this info to the bank ; B = Good insight but maybe not entirely precise ;
C = Insight is only partially true ; D = There may be some interest in the insight, but it is mostly false or just pure
speculation ; F = Likely to be disinformation. SPECIAL HANDLING : often this is "none" but it may be something
like, "if you use this we need to be sure not to mention the part about XXX in thepublication" or any other special
notes SOURCE HANDLER : the person who can take follow-up questions and communicate with the source.
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